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Vampire Knight 5
It's been one year since Yuki left Cross Academy with Kaname, and tonight is her first vampire soirée as a pureblood. Her best friend Sayori has snuck into the party to see her,
but will Yuki and Zero be able to protect a human girl amid a bevy of vampires? -- VIZ Media
Cross Academy is attended by two groups of students: the Day Class and the Night Class. At twilight, when the students of the Day Class return to their dorm, they cross paths
with the Night Class on their way to school. Yuki Cross and Zero Kiryu are the Guardians of the school, protecting the Day Class from the Academy's dark secret: the Night Class
is full of vampires! Kaname vows to sacrifice himself. Yuki vows to sacrifice herself to stop him. Zero takes a weapon in hand to protect what is dear to him. Whether parted for
eternity or close enough to touch, they each will always desire their beloved…
Zero is suspected of killing Shizuka Hio, the pureblood vampire who murdered his family. Incensed, the vampire senate sends assassins to Cross Academy to execute him. Will
the Night Class intervene, or will Kaname let Zero take the fall? -- VIZ Media
The Vampire Hunter Society has imprisoned Aido in order to interrogate him about Kaname’s connection to Sara Shirabuki. Meanwhile, Yuki wants a fresh start with Kaname,
but circumstances arise that may force them apart. -- VIZ Media
Immortal tales of the past and present from the world of Vampire Knight. Vampire Knight returns with collection of stories that delve into Yuki and Zero’s time as a couple in the
past and explore the relationship between Yuki’s children and Kaname in the present. After a fierce battle between humans and vampires, a temporary peace was established,
but Kaname continued to sleep within a coffin of ice… Yuki gave Kaname her heart to revive him as a human being. These are the stories of what happened during those 1,000
years of Kaname’s slumber and at the start of his human life.
Kaname vows to sacrifice himself. Yuki vows to sacrifice herself to stop him. Zero takes a weapon in hand to protect what is dear to him. Whether parted for eternity or close
enough to touch, they each will always desire their beloved... -- VIZ Media
Kaname wished for peaceful coexistence between vampires and humans, but the path forged by Yuki and Zero has been cut off by the dark, malicious intentions of others. Can they withstand a world shaken
by hatred and despair? -- VIZ Media
The full-color artwork collection of the hit series Vampire Knight! Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for audiences T+ Cross over into the world of Vampire Knight with the lush, full-color artwork of Matsuri Hino.
Includes an extensive gallery with author comments, a how-to tutorial, and an exclusive poster.
At twilight at the Cross Academy, when the students of the Day Class return to their dorm, they cross paths with the Night Class on their way to school, but it's up to Yuki Cross and Zero Kiryu, the Guardians
of the school, to protect the Day Class from the Academy's dark secret: the Night Class is full of vampires!
The Night Class is back in session, but Yuki finds herself quickly becoming second fiddle to Sara Shirabuki. With Kaname gone, Yuki is now desperate for blood, so Zero offers her his own. Will she break her
promise to Kaname and drink from Zero? -- VIZ Media
A war among vampires has started at Cross Academy, and even Day Class students are being attacked. Kaname finally reveals his hidden plan to Zero, and Zero must choose on which side he will fight. But
in order for Zero to defeat the enemy, he will have to take part in an atrocious act... -- VIZ Media
Resurrection - a dark and twisted world where evil souls are reborn as monsters. When Heinrich Augsburg, a German officer fighting on the Eastern front, is killed he finds himself reborn into this corrupt
reality as one of the vampire elite. Renamed Requiem, he explores the bizarre world of Resurrection and its terrifying vampire society. In Volume Two, Requiem continues to search for the secrets of his past
and his connection to Dracula. However, he must first survive an attack by the demon Charnel and prepare for his ever-growing number of enemies.
Cross Academy is attended by two groups of students: the Day Class and the Night Class. At twilight, when the students of the Day Class return to their dorm, they cross paths with the Night Class on their
way to school. Yuki Cross and Zero Kiryu are the Guardians of the school, protecting the Day Class from the Academy’s dark secret: the Night Class is full of vampires! Yukio and Zero team up to go after
Kaname. Yuki and Kaname fight each other in the headquarters of the Hunter Society while Sara tries to control Zero through her blood. The female progenitor’s origin metal intervenes, and Yuki realizes
there is only one way to stop Kaname…
An der "Cross Academy", der Schule, an der Vampire und normale Schüler parallel unterrichtet werden, stehen die jährlichen Prüfungen und anschließend der große Abschlussball vor der Tür. Yuki sorgt
dafür, dass ihre Klasse als schlechteste bei den Prüfungen abschneidet und deshalb den Ball ausrichten muss. Zur selben Zeit erscheint die neue Schülerin Maria an der Schule. Bald stellt sich heraus, dass
es sich bei ihr um den Vampir handelt, der Zero zu dem gemacht hat, was er ist. In einem fulminanten Finale trifft Zero seinen verloren geglaubten Zwillingsbruder und Kaname, Klassensprecher der
Vampirklasse, steht plötzlich in einem anderen Licht da. Band 4 der Reihe ist durchgehend auf einen Handlungsstrang konzentriert und wird an keiner Stelle langweilig. Hohes Erzähltempo, überraschende
Wendungen und gewohnt düstere Zeichnungen machen "Vampire Knight" zu einem ernsten Manga mit seltenen Comedyelementen, der weiterhin zur Fortsetzung empfohlen ist. . Auf der "Cross Academy"
gibt es eine "Day Class" und eine "Night Class". Die Schüler der Tagesklasse dürfen nicht wissen, dass die Nachtschüler Vampire sind.
Zero warns Yuki to stay away from Maria Kurenai, the new Night Class transfer student, although he won't tell Yuki why. Kaname is also wary, and he sends Ichijo to watch Maria so she doesn't start trouble.
Who is this girl, and why does she have the entire Night Class on edge? -- VIZ Media
These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of Kaname’s slumber and the start of his human life. Yuki and Zero attempt to capture the "Vampire King," who is responsible for the recent
bombings. While trying to deactivate a bomb, Zero is taken hostage, and Yuki and Maria head to his rescue. -- VIZ Media
Yuki is attacked by another pureblood outside a graveyard for meddling in the ways of the vampire society. Injured, she returns home to Kaname, who shares with her his past memories and the truth behind
the Kuran family. -- VIZ Media
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Immortal tales of the past and present from the world of Vampire Knight. These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of Kaname's slumber and the start of his human life.
Ai tries to protect her little sister Ren from every danger, for Ren is despised by many of their kind who hate Ren’s vampire hunter father. Although Ren is not as strong as her pureblood sister, she finds she
has her own gluttonous thirst for blood... -- VIZ Media
Kaname, the pureblood vampire, has kept to his room since learning of Yuki and Zero's forbidden act. However, the arrival of Ichijo's grandfather brings the entire Night Class together to greet one of the
oldest vampires on the senate. Ichijo's grandfather says he's there merely to visit his grandson, but he's out for Kaname's blood. -- VIZ Media
Rido is gone, but the battle rages on at Cross Academy. The Night Class is still under attack, and Headmaster Cross has joined the war to protect his students. Zero, however, has vowed to get rid of all the
Purebloods--including Yuki! -- VIZ Media
Yuki debates asking Kaname about her past, suspecting that he may have been the one who erased her childhood memories. Zero confronts Kaname to find out the truth, and the two come to blows over
Yuki... -- VIZ Media
Kaname has returned to Cross Academy to kill Sara Shirabuki. Zero has joined forces with Sara, leaving Yuki in the middle of the conflict. Even if Kaname’s ultimate goal is to kill all purebloods, is Yuki ready
to fight him? -- VIZ Media
Yuki Cross, who was adopted by the headmaster of the Cross Academy after a vampire attack, must protect the students in the day classes from the vampires in the night classes.

The Night Class at Cross Academy has been abolished. Zero still attends the Day Class while carrying out his duties as a vampire hunter. Yuki now lives hidden away at the Kuran residence
with Kaname, but can she embrace the life of a pureblood vampire? -- VIZ Media
A collection of short stories based on Vampire Knight Deranged Love A dying Rido reflects on his obsessive love for Juri. Gifts for Yuki Kaname wants to reward Yuki for doing well on her
studies with tutor Aido. Hidden Love This is the story of Sara’s first love. Queen of the Abyss After Zero parts ways with Yuki and returns to being a vampire hunter, he encounters a vampire
named Shien.
These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of Kaname’s slumber and the start of his human life. Yuki and Zero have decided to become a couple. Though relations
between the Hunter Society and vampires have improved, bombs have been set off in the city, and the “Vampire King” is claiming responsibility. Yuki, Zero, Aido and Kaien enter the battle to
protect those they care about. -- VIZ Media
Yuki sneaks into an exclusive vampire party and sees Aido's parents introducing their daughter to Kaname. They, like many other Night Class parents, desire an alliance with the pureblood.
Kaname is the most eligible bachelor in vampire society--but will he choose Yuki? -- VIZ Media
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